Study Design: Retrospective controlled cohort study comparing the in-brace correction of two samples of scoliosis patients with braces of different computer aided design (CAD). Purpose: In-brace correction and compliance correlate with outcome. The more standardized CAD braces that are available should enable improved in-brace correction and outcome. This study compared recent CAD brace developments with respect to in-brace corrections.
Introduction
Scoliosis is a lateral deviation of the spine commonly exhibiting different patterns of curvature [1] . The basic curve patterns are named after the location of the major curve (e.g., thoracic, lumbar, thoracolumbar, double major, and double thoracic), but other specific classifications have been described [2] . In structural scoliosis, there is usually a certain amount of spinal torsion and a disturbance of the sagittal profile coupled to the lateral defor-mation [1] . Therefore, scoliosis must be more accurately regarded as a three-dimensional (3D) deformity of the spine and trunk, which may progress quickly during periods of rapid growth [1] .
There is some evidence for the use of physiotherapy in the treatment of patients with spinal deformities. However, during the pubertal growth spurt (high-risk phase for progression), brace treatment is the most important mode of treatment [1] . In-brace correction and compliance correlate with outcome [1, 3] . More asymmetric braces with increased corrective effect are preferable (Cheneau style) to the more symmetric Boston braces [1, 3] .
Historically, the Boston brace treatment has produced brace corrections exceeding 30% of the initial angle of curvature. For Cheneau braces, as early as 1985 brace corrections exceeding an average of 40% have yielded beneficial end-results. Recent in-brace corrections with refined Cheneau derivates have reportedly exceeded 50% of the initial value. While the Cheneau brace has historically been constructed only by modifying the plaster positive of the individual patient (Fig. 1) , the Boston brace was constructed by modification of a plaster cast individually or by adjustment of a formerly provided prefabricated Boston module.
The Boston brace is now regarded as the baseline standard for new individual computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) braces [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Finite element modelling results have suggested that individual braces can be constructed using CAD to correct individual curvature patterns when low-dose stereo X-rays are available for calculation. This approach seems very promising, as it addresses very precisely curve patterns individually and not by classification. However, in-brace corrections still do not reach the percentage correction attained with Cheneau applications [6, 9] .
Cheneau applications can also be constructed by CAD/ CAM [1, 2] . These applications are not based on finite element modelling, but instead on specific classifications of curve patterns developed empirically (Fig. 2) [2] . The original Cheneau brace was derived from the Abbott model of correction [10] . Voids are implemented opposite to the pressure zones in all 3D to allow the 3D corrective movement without compression of the patient. This has lead to semi-standardized, custom-made braces for functional 3-and 4-curve patterns [10] . This simple Cheneau classification is based on the version implemented about a half-century ago [10] . This simple classification remains relevant for present-day physiotherapy treatment of scoliosis. However, more specific bracing classifications have been established.
The most recent classification for bracing scoliosis, the augmented Lehnert-Schroth classification (Fig. 2) , derived from the original Lehnert-Schroth classification. The present publication provides a description of the empirically based CAD/CAM brace model (classification based approach, CBA), which incorporates the collective information obtained over nearly 4 decades preceeding the actual CAD/CAM Cheneau derivates [2] .
An ongoing prospective controlled trial is comparing this approach to other samples described in literature using the Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) inclusion criteria for studies on bracing. A recent publication described in- brace corrections achieved using the finite element modelling approach (FEMA) [11] . So, the in-brace corrections achieved in the sub-sample of patients fulfilling SRS inclusion criteria for studies on bracing using the CBA [2] can be compared to the individual CAD/CAM bracing approach based on FEMA.
Materials and Methods
Within the CBA, seven basic patterns of curvature (Figs. 2-4) were established as a subclassification to the original Lehnert-Schroth classification (3-and 4-curve). Two additional patterns were introduced to address double thoracic curvatures and a thoracolumbar pattern with a structural high thoracic counter curve. In 2011, we commenced a prospective controlled study on CBA outcome using the SRS inclusion criteria involving all patients available at that time, with the aim of testing the in-brace correction achieved. Twenty-one patients fulfilled the SRS inclusion criteria on bracing. The average Cobb curvature angle and in-brace Cobb angle was 31° and 11°, respectively. Concerning FEMA [11] , until recently there were no consistent results regarding the published inbrace correction [9] . The in-brace corrections achieved using FEMA could derived from a sample of 15 patients reported on recently [11] . We statistically compared the average in-brace corrections as achieved with the two different approaches. The Student t-test was used to compare the in-brace corrections of the two different samples. 
Results
CBA analyses involved 21 females who matched the SRS inclusion criteria for studies on bracing. Their average age was 12.2 years (standard deviation [SD], 1.1 years). The distribution of curve patterns was thoracic (n=11), double major (n=4), lumbar (n=4), and thoracolumbar (n=2). The average Risser stage was 0.38 (SD, 0.68) and the average Cobb angle was 31.33° (SD, 6.58°). Concerning FEMA, the average Cobb angle prior to bracing for the 15 patients was 31° for the main thoracic (MT) curve and 32° for the thoracolumbar/lumbar (TL/L) curve. The New Brace (FEMA) reduced Cobb angles by 42% (39% for the MT curve and 49% for the TL/L curve), which were predicted with a difference inferior to 5° by the simulation. The standard brace (Boston type) reduced these angles by 43% [11] . In-brace corrections differed widely when the different approaches were compared. In-brace corrections in the CBA was 66% of the initial value and in-brace correction in the FEMA was 42% of the initial value when not wearing the brace. Statistical comparison of the extent of in-brace corrections of CBA (sample derived from [2] ) with FEMA (sample derived from [11] ) revealed no significant differences (t=-1.46, p=0.05, z=1.96).
Discussion
The CBA with respect to in-brace correction seems superior to the FEMA (Figs. 5, 6 ). As in-brace correction and compliance determine the outcome of brace treatment [3] , the CBA seems promising. The CBA was derived from the latest refinment of the Cheneau bracing, which reportedly has the best in-brace correction exceeding 50% of the initial value of 66% [2] . The differences of in-brace corrections between CBA and FEMA did not reach the level of significance. However, this may have reflected the limited number of patients. The two samples were comparable in Cobb angle (31° in both).
CBA is readily available and can be used by submitting the patients' data, anthropometric measurements and pictures (including the X-ray); or by submitting a scan file of the patient together with the patients' data and pictures (including the X-ray). No stereo X-rays are necessary for CBA. Like FEMA, CBA can be improved by time to achieve a better in-brace correction.
Brace treatment can effectively halt progression. A recent randomized controlled trial [13] demontrated that 72% of the United States and Canadian population compliant with SRS inclusion criteria on bracing [14] did not progress using the standard thoracolumbosacral orthosis (TLSO, mainly Boston type). As FEMA does not seem to provide better in-brace corrections than the standard TLSO bracing in the United States [11], we would not be able to predict an improved outcome when comparing FEMA to the standard TLSO brace. A retrospective series using CBA in a sample fulfilling the SRS inclusion criteria of the studies on bracing revealed a success rate exceeding 95% [14, 15] . This was confirmed in another study using the correction principles according to Cheneau [16] . Recently, it was reported that 33% of a population demonstrating improvements of Cobb angle exceeding 5 degrees after weaning off the CBA braces, with none of the subjects requiring surgery [17] .
Considering that in-brace correction (and compliance) determine the end result of bracing in the treatment of scoliosis [3] , we acknowledge that CBA is superior to FEMA and to the standard brace applications used in the United States and Canada [13] . For the best possible results in terms of avoiding surgery at this stage, CBA should be preferred [15] .
FEMA is closely attached to the exterior surface of the patient. How often such a brace has to be renewed during growth is relevant an unanswered question. This also applies to braces manufactured using 3D printing [18] . Even a marginal gains in pelvic size will make a new brace necessary, because the FEMA and the actual 3D printed models fully wrap the body in the brace, leaving no room for growth (Fig. 7A) .
The actual models of the CBA [12] -the Gensingen brace series-have the advantage of covering only one pelvic half, which preserves room for the corrective movement and an overlap of the ventral closure. Therefore, we can predict longer usage of the latter brace before outgrowth (Figs. 4, 7) .
Conclusions
Considering that in-brace correction (and compliance) determine the end result of bracing in the treatment of scoliosis [3] , currently the CBA approach of bracing scoliosis is superior to FEMA and the standard brace applications as used in the United States and Canada.
The actual models of the CBA-the Gensingen brace series-have the advantage of covering one pelvic half, which preserves room for the corrective movement and overlap of the ventral closure. Therefore, longer usage of the latter brace before outgrowth is likely.
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